Scaffold Sheeting
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Monarflex® Accessories

• Monarflex Tarp connector
• Monarflex Polytoggle
• Monarflex Clear Tape
• Monarflex Monarpunch

• Icopal Jointing Tape
• Kederflex Repair Kit HFFR
• Monarflex Zip Door Clear

Monarflex Tarp connector

Kederflex Repair Kit HFFR

The Monarflex Tarp connector is a two piece fixing

In case of damage to the Kederflex sheeting a pre made

accessory for joining two overlapping sheets and

“Repair kit” is available as a separate accessory. The

is useful when high strength is required. The fixing

repair kit is a patch in the size 2 x A4 with high strength

is made by piercing through the unique Monarflex

self-adhesive tape for a wind and water tight solution.

eyelets for optimal strength. If no eyelet is available
in the desired position, the Tarp Connector can be
fixed directly through the sheeting, but this will affect
the durability of the entire sheeting. The two pieces
are connected with a piercing bolt that has a thread
for easy and secure fixing into the anchor plate,
which is placed on the opposite side of the sheeting,
sandwiching the sheeting between the bolt and the
anchor plate. We recommend that you cut off the
sharp end of the bolt once it is secured in place to
avoid any health and safety issues.

Monarflex Zip Door Clear

Pieces per bag: 100 pieces.

Clear with built-in zipper. Allows easy access to full
containment sites.

Monarflex Polytoggle

Monarflex Clear Tape

The Monarflex Polytoggle is a unique Monarflex

The Monarflex Clear Tape is a very durable transparent

scaffold sheeting accessory that has been designed

PVC tape with flame retardant properties and is UV

to fit the Monarflex patented fixing eyelets. The

stabilised to protect from degradation. The Monarflex

Monarflex Polytoggle is unique in the way that its

Clear Tape is used for minor repairs of small holes in

connection with the Monarflex eyelet, will provide

the Monarflex scaffold sheeting should they occur and

a water resistant seal and at the same time provide

can additionally be used to secure overlaps in order to

the means to fix the Monarflex sheeting in place. The

avoid wind getting behind the sheeting.

Polytoggle is pressed into the eyelet of the sheeting
from the outside, after the eyelet hole has been

Performance and Properties

trimmed of excess sheeting with a knife. A strap, rope,

Roll size

50 mm x 20 m

wires or similar is inserted into the Polytoggle and tied

Thickness

0.15 mm

to the scaffold structure.

Elongation

130%

Application temperature

+5°C to +40°C

Rolls per box

18 rolls

Pull strength: 35 N
Pieces per bag: 100 pieces

Monarflex Monarpunch

Icopal Jointing Tape

The Monarflex Monarpunch is a small plastic hand tool

Icopal Jointing Tape is a double sided acrylic tape

used to pierce or puncture holes to allow for easier

with a primary purpose of preventing air and leakage

installation of the Monarflex fixing accessories, like the

paths, thus improving building performance. The

Monarflex Polytoggle, through the eyelet of the sheeting.

temperature stable, Icopal Jointing Tape can form a

When having to pierce several hundreds of eyelets in a

continuous vapour open underlay, makes waterproof

day, this small tool will prove to be very useful and save

seals at laps and its adhesive strength also builds up

time on site.

over time.

Pieces per bag: 10 pieces

Pieces per box: 3 rolls
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For further information call 0161 865 4444 or visit www.monarflex.co.uk
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